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Patient Choice
ASSESSING CHOICE FOR PUBLIC HOSPITAL PATIENTS

Overview
Greater patient choice over public hospitals can improve hospital quality, health outcomes, efficiency and equity

- $55B was spent on public hospital services in 2014-15 - the largest recurrent budget item for all the states and territories
- 10% of Australians waited more than 260 days for elective surgery in public hospitals in 2015-16
- 259 Australians underwent elective surgery in 259 public hospitals in 2015-16
- Public patients have virtually NO choice between public hospitals when receiving elective care

Study Results
Australians want more choice over their public hospital care when undergoing elective surgery

- 89% of respondents would value help from a GP when choosing their hospital
- Respondents value hospital quality the most
- Respondents are willing to travel further and wait longer for a better quality hospital
- Respondents are risk averse and will trade-off potential health gains to avoid a potential adverse event
- The more urgent the surgery, the more valued are shorter distances to hospital and shorter waiting times
- Respondents value equally a GPs opinion on hospital quality and 'other patient' experiences
- Respondents living outside major cities are more willing to travel long distances to attend a better quality public hospital

Policy
Governments must empower patients to make an informed choice in order to drive quality improvements from greater public hospital choice

Policy implications for facilitating greater public hospital choice
- Improve hospital quality information to make it more accessible to patients
- Provide health care professional assistance to patients when making choices
- Reduce costs to exercising patient choice
- Help hospitals respond to patient preferences for quality
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Executive summary

Each year Australian governments expend around 25 per cent of their tax revenue on health care. Of this, around $55 billion was spent on public hospitals services (recurrent expenditure) in 2014-15. In total, recurrent expenditure on public hospital services is the largest budget items for states and territories, surpassing expenditure on primary and secondary education, disability services, police and justice. And expenditure continues to grow, with an average annual growth at 6.3 per cent between 2010-11 and 2013-14.

A large proportion of expenditure relates to elective care, which accounted for around 2.1 million hospital admissions in 2015-16, across both public and private hospitals. Of these, public hospitals accounted for 33.9 per cent, although for the most disadvantaged group of Australians public hospitals delivered around 50 per cent of elective care hospital admissions. Around 712,000 patients were admitted to elective care as a public patient in 2015-16.

While the median waiting time for public hospital elective surgery was 37 days in 2015-16, many Australians faced long waiting times to receive surgery. For example, 10 per cent waited longer than 260 days, and around 2 per cent waited longer than a year. And despite efforts to reduce waiting times by states and territory governments, many are waiting longer for their public hospital surgery compared to previous years. There are also inequities in access to public hospital care, with many patients living outside capital cities waiting longer for elective surgery compared to those living within capital cities.

Hospital quality also varies. Despite community expectations, a large proportion of health care workers are not delivering care based on established evidence or protocol. In some instances, hospitals can lead to patient harm, with around 5.6 per cent of all patients admitted to hospital experienced an adverse event and around 8.8 per cent of patients acquired another condition within the hospital in 2014-15.

These problems are not unique to the Australian health care system. Some countries (e.g., England and the Netherlands) have responded by offering greater hospital choice to patients in the hope that patients are better able to seek care suited to their preferences, and hospitals respond to demand side pressures by increasing quality. Empirical evidence suggests increased patient choice has led to increased hospital quality and improved health outcomes.

Choice across Australian public hospitals

In theory, public patients seeking elective surgery can choose any public hospital, with no formal barriers imposed by governments or funding systems. In practice, patients are directed by GPs towards their local hospital or specialist as a matter of convenience. Many public hospitals will reject a referral if the patient lives outside its catchment area.

Access to elective surgery is also restricted through waiting lists, with public patients treated in queue order. And despite variation in waiting list times across public hospitals, many GPs do not actively guide public patients towards public hospitals with shorter waiting times.¹

¹ Local health districts / networks and state governments often help patients to access alternative public hospitals (and potentially private hospitals) if they are at risk of waiting longer than clinical priority time frames.
There is also limited information on the comparative quality of public hospitals, which means any public hospital choice is based on incomplete information.

A lack of informed choice within the public health care system has not gone unnoticed. A review of Competition Policy completed in 2015 (the ‘Harper Review’) made several recommendations to promote further choice in human services sectors. The Productivity Commission is also exploring the potential to introduce greater competition and informed user choice into the human services sector, noting public hospital services as one of six areas for potential reform.

International research suggests patients want more choice over their health care. People feel empowered with choice, and when provided with choice, they exercise their right to choose. Yet demographic and socioeconomic status can impact willingness to choose. Some people find it difficult to interpret and use performance information. Others like the convenience of their local hospital, willing to trade off better quality for reduced travel.

While experience in other countries suggests greater hospital choice can improve hospital quality, this will only occur if patients value quality, are aware of their right to choose, and exercise that right using appropriate quality information. Given nearly half of all Australians have health insurance covering private hospital services, and that distances between public hospitals outside capital cities can be vast, Australians may choose ‘not to choose’. This would limit any benefit from increased choice in the public hospital sector.

Seeking preferences for choice across public hospitals

The objectives of this study were to assess whether Australians want more choice over their public hospital care for elective surgery, and to what extent they value hospital quality relative to convenience.

A representative sample of 1,000 Australians aged 50 to 75 years selected through Toluna Australia (a research panel company) were surveyed to collect information on attitudes towards the health care system, desire to receive greater choice over public hospitals, and potential difficulties in making choices between hospitals.

A discrete choice experiment (DCE) using the same representative sample was employed to measure the strength of preferences over seven attributes related to convenience, opinion of others, and hospital quality metrics.

Do Australians want more choice?

Survey results suggest that while respondents are mostly satisfied with the public hospital system, 51 per cent believe fundamental changes are needed. Around 10 per cent believed that the public hospital system has so much wrong with it that it needs to be completely rebuilt. Only 13 per cent of respondents were very satisfied with the amount of choice available in the public hospital system, and 27 per cent were not very satisfied or not satisfied at all. This suggests many respondents desire more public hospital choice.

Around 70 per cent of respondents believed choosing between two hypothetical public hospitals based on seven attributes was not difficult, and 60 per cent of those were able to consider all attributes carefully before choosing their hospital. This suggests around 40 per cent of respondents used heuristics when making their choice.

Low health literacy may be one reason for using choice heuristics. When respondents were asked if they were comfortable understanding health information or understanding advice from a health care provider,
professional, around 34 per cent and 25 per cent respectively stated they were only somewhat comfortable, a little bit comfortable, or not at all comfortable.

Respondents were also asked if they would prefer a GP to help them choose a public hospital in ‘real life’. Around 85 per cent noted they would prefer a GP to help, while 11 per cent noted they would be comfortable choosing a hospital by themselves. Only 5 per cent noted they would prefer the GP to choose a hospital for them, without their input.

While reasons varied for seeking GP assistance, three dominant themes emerged. Many respondents thought a GP would hold additional information about hospital quality and the quality of specialists. Many also believed a GP would be useful as a sounding board to provide a second opinion. Finally, many respondents noted they would trust their GP to help them make the right choice.

The desire for seeking GP assistance may also be due to a lack of trust in government information on public hospital quality. This source was least trusted by survey respondents when compared to own experiences and those of family and friends, other patient’s experiences and a GP’s opinion.

The value of quality versus convenience

Respondents were asked to choose between two hypothetical public hospitals while imagining they required hip replacement surgery. Hospitals were described in terms of seven attributes, with four levels each. Attributes related to the following three categories.

- Convenience, represented by:
  - distance from hospital to home; and
  - waiting time for surgery.

- Opinion of others, represented by:
  - GP’s opinion of hospital quality; and
  - other patients’ overall rating of the hospital.

- Hospital quality metrics, represented by:
  - average health gain six months after surgery;
  - rate of adverse events; and
  - readmission rate within 28 days after surgery.

Two DCEs were undertaken, including one presented to 500 respondents under a semi-urgent elective surgery scenario (surgery within three months), and another presented to 500 other respondents under a non-urgent elective surgery scenario (surgery within 12 months). Each respondent made 12 choices, implicitly revealing their preference for hospital attributes.

Results suggest that respondents (on average) value all attributes when making their choices, and were willing to trade-off all attributes with each other. In summary, respondents:

- valued hospital quality the most, as measured by reduced adverse events and unplanned hospital readmissions and potential health gains;
- are willing to trade off potential health gains to avoid an adverse event or unplanned hospital readmission, suggesting respondents are risk-averse when choosing between hospitals;
- value equally the GP’s opinion of hospital quality and other patient’s overall rating of the hospital; and
- are willing to be inconvenienced for a better hospital quality, by travelling further distances and
waiting longer.
The urgency of elective surgery impacted the value of convenience attributes only. Respondents assigned to the semi-urgent elective surgery scenario valued shorter distances and shorter waiting times more than those assigned to the non-urgent elective surgery scenario. Elective surgery urgency had no impact on respondent preferences for hospital quality attributes.

Preferences for hospital attributes varied across respondents based on individual characteristics. In summary:

- female respondents disliked hospitals more than male respondents when a GP rates the hospital as poor;
- female respondents disliked hospitals more when the readmission rate was greater, suggesting females may be more risk averse when choosing a hospital;
- respondents with a year 12 education or below were more willing to choose a hospital with potential lower health gain when elective surgery was semi-urgent;
- respondents living outside major cities were more willing to travel longer distances to attend a better quality hospital; and
- respondents with past elective surgery experience were more willing to choose a hospital with lower health gain.

In summary, respondents would like more choice across public hospitals. They can interpret hospital performance information, are willing and able to trade off hospital attributes when choosing, and highly value hospital quality over other attributes, such as distance from home to hospital and waiting times. This suggests greater choice for public patient elective surgery may provide the appropriate signal to public hospitals to improve quality.

Policy implications

The decision to pursue greater choice for public hospital elective surgery patients should account for social welfare and equity considerations, the interests of patients, and whether greater choice would result in cost effective outcomes.

While greater choice may improve public hospital quality, and will be intrinsically valued by patients, a significant cost will be associated with reorganising the public hospital system, investing in infrastructure to support choice, marketing and awareness campaigns, and potential ongoing costs to ensure patients receive professional support when making their choice.

Benefits from greater choice will depend on patient willingness to choose a public hospital based on quality, and hospital response to patient preferences for quality. There are four policy directions government could pursue to facilitate greater choice, including the following.

- Improve hospital quality information to make information more accessible to patients.
- Provide health care professional assistance to patients when making choices.
- Reduce costs to exercising patient choice.
- Help hospitals respond to patient preferences for quality.

Improve hospital quality information

The amount and type of quality information presented to public patients must be purposefully determined, relevant, and valued by patients. Quality indicators should reflect poor hospital performance. Patients want to avoid bad hospitals rather than pursue good ones. Patient outcome
measures should be risk adjusted to account for differences in patient population characteristics impacting outcomes. Governments must also be aware of potential perverse incentives associated with publishing only a limited set of quality indicators for choice.

**Provide health care professional assistance to patients when making a choice**

While the majority of respondents did not find choosing a hospital difficult within the DCE, a choice with more than two hospitals would increase the cognitive burden on patients due to the additional trade-offs required. The more complex a choice, the greater a patient will rely on choice heuristics. Furthermore, choosing hospitals in ‘real life’ may be less clear cut compared to a hypothetical scenario, given the patient may seek access to additional information (e.g., experience of family and friends and reputation of the local hospital).

Some choice difficulties experienced by respondents were related to low health literacy. Within an environment of low health literacy, restricting choice to a select number of public hospitals may generate the desired quality signal but not place undue cognitive burden on patients, although this may dampen the potential benefits from greater choice. Governments may also need to invest in further developing the individual health literacy of patients specifically related to public hospital choice.

While patients may seek GP assistance when making a public hospital choice, there is no guarantee the GP will help if remuneration does not compensate the additional time required to discuss public hospital options with patients. An education program may also be required to help GPs understand the methods used to develop quality information, how to interpret quality information, what variation in quality across public hospitals means for the patient, and what role the GP should play in the patient decision making process.

The employment of other health care professionals to help patients make a public hospital choice could also be explored by government.

**Reduce costs to exercising patient choice**

Choosing a public hospital may not be costless to a patient. Patients choosing a hospital outside their local area may face increased travel costs, and reduced visits from family and friends. Patients choosing a hospital with longer waiting times will face an extended period in poor health, and potential opportunity cost associated with reduced leisure time or lost income if their condition impacts their ability to work.

If patients face large costs associated with increased travel distances and longer waiting times they will be less inclined to choose a hospital based on quality. This could mute the signal to public hospitals that patients value quality.

One way to stimulate choice based on quality is to reduce costs associated with exercising patient choice. This could include subsidised travel and accommodation to patients willing to choose a hospital outside their local area. Travel and accommodation assistance is already available in Australia to public hospital patients.

Another way to stimulate choice based on quality is to reduce public hospital elective surgery waiting times. This may reduce the value patients place on waiting times relative to quality given the waiting time cost is reduced, and allow the patient to focus more on hospital quality differences.
Help hospitals respond to patient preferences for quality

While introducing greater public hospital choice would provide an intrinsic value to patients, it will only increase quality if public hospitals:

- have the capacity to analyse and interpret changes in patient demand due to choice;
- receive a clear signal from patients that they value quality over other attributes;
- understand where and how quality can be improved; and
- are incentivised to increase quality in response to patient preferences.

Public hospitals must also have the capacity to accommodate any shift in patient demand. Good quality hospitals may need to treat more elective surgery patients, and public hospitals may face an increase in demand from patients that would have otherwise sought surgery within a private hospital. Given most Australian public hospitals are already at full elective surgery capacity (as evidenced through long waiting times), it may be problematic for hospitals to accommodate additional patients.

Increasing hospital quality is a complex task, especially in large hospitals, and hospital wide quality indicators may not reflect quality ‘black spots’ within a hospital. Government may need to introduce more detailed performance evaluation frameworks within hospitals, down to the ward and specialist levels.

Barriers to improved public hospital quality may also exist that would not be addressed by public hospital choice. And many hospitals currently have limited capacity to improve quality due to financial, workforce, or other constraints. Current activity based funding (ABF) arrangements may create a disincentive for hospitals to improve hospital quality because attracting additional patients may put pressure on their budget.

Governments may therefore be required to undertake further investment in infrastructure and workforce. There may also be a role for government to refine hospital funding models, and facilitate greater collaboration between public hospitals within and across local health districts / networks, for example, to help hospitals better manage changes in patient demand for elective surgery.
1. Introduction

The Australian hospital sector consists of public and private hospitals. Public hospitals are managed by state and territory governments, and private hospitals are managed by either private or not-for-profit organisations.[1]

In 2014-15 there were 698 public acute hospitals operating in Australia, of which 678 were public acute hospitals and 20 were public psychiatric hospitals. There were also 624 private hospitals, comprised of 342 free-standing day hospital facilities, and 282 other private hospitals.[1]

In total, public and private hospitals operated 92,100 beds and provided services within 10.2 million hospital episodes of care. Around 41 per cent of these hospitalisations were undertaken by people aged 65 years and over, who account for only 15 per cent of Australia’s population.[1] This reflects the greater need for health care as the population ages.

Around $55 billion was spent on public hospitals services (recurrent expenditure) in 2014-15, with an average annual growth in nominal recurrent expenditure at 6.3 per cent between 2010-11 and 2013-14. Another $12.3 billion was spent on private hospital services in 2014-15, with an average annual growth in nominal recurrent expenditure at 6.5 per cent between 2010-11 and 2014-15.[2]

The public hospital system is primarily funded by state and territory governments, comprising around 54.2 per cent of all funding. Other sources include the Australian Government (36.8 per cent), health insurance funds (2.1 per cent), individuals (2.9 per cent) and other funding sources (4.0 per cent).[2]

Hospital expenditure is the largest health expenditure item for all state and territory governments, while hospital services accounts for the second largest health expenditure item for the Australian Government (behind medical services and benefits).

Access to hospitals

On average, there are around 3.9 public and private hospital beds per 1,000 population in Australia, although this rate differs across states and territories. For example, in 2014-15 South Australia had the highest rate of public hospital beds at 2.9 per 1,000 population, while Western Australia had the lowest at 2.2 beds per 1,000 population.

Compared to other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, Australia has a lower rate than the average of 4.8 beds per 1,000 population.[2] While there is no consensus on what the optimum rate should be, many countries (including Australia) are trying to keep people out of hospital through the use of integrated care programs, given hospital care is generally more expensive.

The rate of public hospital beds in Australia differs across remoteness area, with major cities having the lowest rate at 2.5 beds per 1,000 population. Relative to population numbers, remote areas have the highest average available beds across Australia, at 3.3 beds per 1,000 population.

However, rural populations do not have greater access to hospital services, and equitable access to hospital services is still a concern. Rural hospitals generally have less specialised service units and access to elective surgery. Furthermore, populations living outside major cities have a higher prevalence
of some long term health conditions, are more likely to be overweight or obese, and have increased rates of risky health behaviours.[3] People living in very remote areas were 1.6 times more likely to be hospitalised in 2014-15.[1]

**Waiting times for elective care in public hospitals**

Public hospitals provide several types of services to the Australia population. These are grouped into non-admitted care, such as emergency department services and outpatient clinics, and admitted patient care, including emergency and planned (elective) care, maternity services, and medical and surgical services.[1]

The national definition of elective care consists of at least one procedure undertaken in a hospital that can be delayed for at least 24 hours. In contrast, emergency care requires admission within 24 hours. In actual practice, elective care is generally considered a procedure that can be managed by placing a patient on a waiting list.[4]

Elective care is categorised into three clinical urgency categories, based on the clinically indicated time frame determined by the treating clinician. These categories include:

- **Category 1**: Procedure to be undertaken within 30 days
- **Category 2**: Procedure to be undertaken within 90 days
- **Category 3**: Procedure to be undertaken within 365 days.

While these categories apply across all states and territories, differences in approaches to categorising patients by clinicians has generated variability in the proportion of patient admissions from waiting lists in each category for the same procedure. For example, in 2011-12 NSW admitted 64 per cent of orthopaedic surgery patients from Category 3, whereas in the ACT it was only 16 per cent.[4]

Elective care accounted for around 2.1 million hospital admissions in 2015-16, across both public and private hospitals. Of these, public hospitals accounted for 33.9 per cent,[4] although for the most disadvantaged group of Australians public hospitals delivered around 50 per cent of elective care hospital admissions.

Only 38.2 per cent of public hospitals provided elective surgery in 2015-16. Within those public hospitals that do provide elective surgery, there were around 712,000 patients admitted to elective care in 2015-16. Since 2011-12, the annual growth in public hospital admissions from elective surgery waiting lists has been around 2.4 per cent, although annual growth has been around 3.8 per cent since 2014-15.[5]

While some of this growth in elective care is due to population growth, the proportion of Australians undertaking elective care has also been increasing. Since 2011-12, the average annual growth in admissions from public hospital elective surgery waiting lists has increased by 0.8 per cent, but grew by 2.4 per cent since 2014-15.[5]

In 2015-16, the most common surgical specialty for patients admitted from public hospital waiting lists was General Surgery (surgery on organs of the abdomen), followed by Orthopaedic surgery (see Chart 1). The most common elective surgical procedure was Cataract Extraction, followed by Cystoscopy. The
two procedures that experienced the greatest annual growth since 2011-12 were Total Hip Replacement (5.6 per cent) and Total Knee Replacement (4.8 per cent).[5]

While the median waiting time for public hospital elective surgery was 37 days in 2015-16, many people in Australia faced significantly long waiting times to receive surgery. For example, 10 per cent waited longer than 260 days, and around 2.0 per cent waited longer than a year. However, median waiting times vary across states and territories, reflecting unique hospital management and funding approaches. For example, while half of all Victorians received public hospital elective care within 30 days, this was within 55 days in NSW. In addition, 10 per cent of people in NSW waited longer than 328 days, compared to 174 days in Victoria.[5]

Despite efforts to reduce waiting times by states and territory governments, many Australians are waiting longer for their public hospital surgery compared to previous years. Out of 11 surgical specialties, seven have experienced an increase in median waiting times since 2011-12 to 2015-16. Efforts to decrease waiting times for patients waiting longest have been rewarded, with only one surgical specialty (cardio-thoracic surgery) experiencing an increase in the proportion of people waiting more than 365 days.

**Chart 1: Admissions from public hospital elective surgery waiting lists, by surgical specialty, 2015-16**

![Chart showing admissions by surgical specialty](chart.png)

Source: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.[5]

**Hospital performance**

While state and territory governments collect information on hospital performance, a large proportion of this data is not publicly available. However, data that is available suggests there is large variation in hospital performance, both from a clinical perspective and financial perspective.

Data on hospital admission rates show there is large variation in the use of surgical procedures across Australia. Between 2010-11 and 2012-13, the rate per 100,000 people for knee arthroscopy hospital admissions for people 55 years and over varied by 4.2 times across local areas. There were also 17,000
lumbar spine surgery admissions on average each year (including spinal fusion procedures), despite little evidence to suggest this surgery helps painful degenerative back conditions.[6]

Despite community expectations, a large proportion of health care workers are not delivering care based on established evidence or protocol. Across 22 common conditions in Australia, the CareTrack study found that Australians receive care in health care practices or hospitals that is consistent with evidence or consensus based guidelines in only 57 per cent of encounters (on average). Compliance ranged from 13 per cent (for alcohol dependence) to 90 per cent (for coronary artery disease) across conditions. Appropriate care for surgical site infection was only followed in 38 per cent of encounters.[7]

Data also show that hospitalisation can lead to patient harm. In 2014-15, around 5.6 per cent of all patients admitted to hospital experienced an adverse event and around 8.8 per cent of patients acquired another condition within the hospital.[8] Data from the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare suggest there is large variance in hospital quality. For example, out of 443 public hospitals reporting healthcare associated Staphylococcus aureus bloodstream infections in 2013-14, the infection rate ranged from 0 per 10,000 bed days to 2.89 per 10,000 bed days.

Given variability in hospital quality across hospitals of the same peer group, there is potential for quality improvement in Australian hospitals through benchmarking and matching best practice, despite differences in patient populations.

**Current choice among elective care patients**

The Australian hospital sector is a mixed public private system offering a number of choices to patients. Patients can receive elective surgery in a public hospital as a public patient and receive treatment without any co-payments. Alternatively, patients can enter a public hospital as a private patient and receive treatment with, or without, co-payments depending on the ‘gap’ arrangement with their private health insurer and negotiations with the public hospital.

Patients can also access elective surgery through a private hospital as a private patient and receive treatment with, or without, co-payments depending on their ‘gap’ arrangement with their private health insurer. The majority of people using private hospitals have hospital cover, although patients can also self-fund their care, and some patients are funded by other means, such as workers compensation schemes. The Repatriation Private Patient Principles 2004 allow Department of Veterans Affairs entitled persons to be admitted to public or private hospitals as private patients with the specialist of their choice.[9]

If a patient is treated privately, they can choose their hospital (including some public hospitals), their surgeon and will usually have access to better room facilities (e.g., television). In contrast, if a patient is treated publically, they have limited choice over which hospital they will attend, and which specialist will treat them. Their room is often shared with others and access to additional room facilities can be purchased at their own cost.

In some states and territories patients can receive care in a private hospital as a public patient, which is typically undertaken when the public patient cannot receive care within the maximum waiting time associated with the assigned clinical category. One example is the Competitive Elective Surgery Funding Initiative (CESFI) in Victoria. However, this is not a choice offered to a public patient, instead dictated by a referral system managed by either a public hospital or government.
Accessing elective surgery care in public hospitals is similar across states and territories. In general, the patient first sees a GP and may receive a script for medication and diagnostic test referral. Based on diagnostic test results, the GP may refer the patient to a specialist for further opinion. The GP will usually provide the patient with several options, and may ask the patient whether they would like to be treated as a public or private patient.

The pathway to a specialist as a public patient will differ according to where a person lives. In NSW a GP typically refers the patient to an outpatient clinic attached to a hospital, which determines which specialist (from their surgical team) is allocated to the patient. The patient has no choice over the specialists and may not know who is operating until the day of surgery. While there is no co-payment, patients generally face long waiting times for an initial consultation.

Alternatively, a GP can refer a public patient to a specialist located anywhere in NSW, although to receive care within a particular hospital the specialist must be contracted and appropriately qualified with the local health district (LHD), and have admitting rights to the hospital. Most patients will make a co-payment for the initial consultation if treated as a private patient as few specialists bulk bill.

A patient is generally directed to a specialist attached to the patient’s local public hospital as a matter of patient convenience. While GPs seek high quality specialists for their patients, there is no formal performance information on specialists that can be drawn upon when making a choice. Usually, the GP refers from a shortlist of specialists that have an established relationship with the GP, and provides a number of specialists contact details given some specialists have longer consultation waiting times than others.

If the specialist decides the patient requires elective care, the patient will be referred back to the hospital with an assigned clinical priority category. The hospital manages the planned admission date based on the clinical priority and hospital capacity.

If the referring specialist does not have enough operating time to undertake the surgery within the maximum waiting time for the assigned category, the patient will be transferred onto another specialist waiting list with a shorter waiting time, or another hospital within the same LHD.

In other states and territories, the GP will typically refer the patient to the nearest hospital or central triage location based on the patient’s residential postcode (e.g., in Victoria and Western Australia).[10, 11] If the referral is deemed appropriate, the patient will be placed on a wait list for an outpatient consultation with a specialist. Neither the patient nor GP has a choice over which specialist is assigned to the patient by the local surgical team. While GPs can refer patients to other hospitals outside the patient’s catchment area, in practice these referrals are often rejected and sent back to GPs, with directions to refer the patient to the public hospital within the patient’s catchment area.

Existing restrictions on public hospital choice

In theory, public patients seeking elective surgery in Australia can choose any public hospital. In practice, patients are generally directed by GPs towards their local hospital as a matter of convenience, and in the case of hospital outpatient clinics and central triage, are assigned a surgical team based on resource availability. Often public hospitals will reject a referral if the patient lives outside the hospital catchment area.

Access to elective surgery for public patients is also restricted through the use of waiting lists, with patients treated in queue order within each clinical urgency category. And despite variation in waiting
list times across public hospitals for the same surgical procedure, many GPs do not actively guide public patients towards public hospitals with shorter waiting times. However, local health districts / networks and state governments often help patients at the risk of waiting longer than clinical priority time frames to access alternative public hospitals (and potentially private hospitals) with shorter waiting times.

There is also limited information on the comparative performance of public hospitals, and no formal metrics on the comparative performance of specialists. This means any choice of public hospital or specialist is not an informed choice.

Some state and territory governments make a limited set of hospital performance information publically available, but up-to-date indicators relevant for elective surgery generally relate to waiting times and hospital infection rates only. There is no systematic data collection on health outcomes made publically available, and while patient satisfaction is collected across public hospitals through surveys, up-to-date results are generally made available to health departments and health services only, with the public having to rely on delayed survey results.

Towards greater choice in health care

In recent years there has been a greater focus on the use of competition to improve choice and productivity within the Australian economy. The Australian Government completed a review of Competition Policy in 2015,[12] and has subsequently tasked the Productivity Commission to further explore areas within health and human services that could benefit from greater competition.[13]

State and territory governments are also pursuing greater competition, through the use of commissioning and contestability for public service provision. The objectives are primarily to improve public service quality and increase efficiencies.[14]

A review of competition policy in Australia

A review of Competition Policy was completed in 2015. Known as the ‘Harper Review’, the objective was to review the current competition landscape within Australia, including policy and legislation, to provide recommendations to support economic growth and social wellbeing.

Recommendations included the need to change legislative frameworks and government policies that unnecessarily restrict competition, and for governments to promote informed consumer choice when funding, procuring or providing goods and services. This also included retaining the public interest test presented within Clause 1(3) of the Competition Principles Agreement, such that decisions on restricting competition should only be undertaken if benefits outweigh costs.[12]

The Review Panel identified human services (health, education and community services) as an area for immediate competition reform. It suggested that small benefits derived from improved competition could have a significant effect on the economy given the size of the human services sector.[12] This point was reiterated in relation to health care by the Productivity Commission.[13]

The Review Panel made several recommendations to adopt choice and competition principles in human services sectors. In particular, the Review Panel recommended that ‘User choice should be placed and the heart of service delivery’ within human services sectors, suggesting that consumers are best placed to decide which service they prefer. This should be coupled with quality services, access to relevant information, low switching costs, and advisors that can help people choose in sectors where choice is difficult to make.[12]
Introducing competition and informed user choice into human services

Following the completion of the Competition Policy review, the Australian Government asked the Productivity Commission to further explore the potential to introduce greater competition and informed user choice into the human services sector.

An initial report identified services that are ‘best suited’ to generate benefits from greater choice.[13] Public hospital services were noted as one of six areas for potential reform. The Productivity Commission suggested that greater competition and contestability could improve patient choice for the most disadvantaged groups and improve outcomes through a reduction in the variability of quality across providers.

The Productivity Commission is still seeking information from the public on what type of public hospital services are best suited to greater choice and competition, how to deliver greater choice, and the information required to ensure patients are informed when choosing.[15] It is due to provide recommendations to the Australian Government on policy for increasing informed user choice in public hospitals towards the end of 2017.

Study objectives

International research suggests patients want more choice over their health care. People feel empowered with choice, and when provided with choice, they exercise their right to choose. Yet demographic and socioeconomic status can impact willingness to choose. Some people find it difficult to interpret and use performance information. Others like the convenience of their local hospital, willing to trade off better quality for reduced travel distance.

While international research suggests greater choice within a public hospital system can improve hospital quality and health outcomes,[16, 17] this will only occur in Australia if patients value quality and exercise their right to choose. Given nearly half of all Australians have health insurance covering private hospital services, and that distances between public hospitals outside capital cities can be vast, Australians may choose ‘not to choose’. This would limit the benefits of any pro-choice policy introduced into the public hospital sector.

The objectives of this study were to assess whether Australians want more choice over their public hospital care for elective surgery, and to what extent they value hospital quality relative to convenience. A discrete choice experiment was employed, surveying 1,000 Australians aged 50 to 75 years.

Additional questions were asked of respondents to explore whether patients may have difficulties interpreting and using hospital performance information when choosing between alternative public hospitals for elective surgery, whether difficulties in making choice may be heterogeneous across socio-demographic characteristics, and whether patients will seek help when choosing between hospitals.

Better understanding whether public patients will exercise their choice across public hospitals given the opportunity will provide state and territory governments with an indication on whether they should pursue greater choice within the public hospital system. It will also provide insight into whether competitive markets should be structured around the patient, or whether a more wholesale approach should be used, for example whereby governments allow hospitals to contest for blocks of patients without allowing patients to choose.
2. The value of choice

There are two potential benefits to patients from allowing them to choose a public hospital for elective surgery based on performance information. These include patient empowerment and improved health outcomes.

However, providing greater hospital choice to patients is fraught with difficulties. While patients value choice, several barriers have restricted informed hospital choice in practice, such as access to appropriate information, low health literacy, low participation from GPs in helping patients choose, political and economic barriers, trust and equity concerns.[18, 19]

This chapter describes the value of choice in health care, first discussing empirical research on benefits derived from increasing hospital choice in other health care systems (primarily NHS England). It then explores how choices are made in practice, exploring whether patients want more choice given healthcare decisions can be complex, and how quality information is used by patients to make an informed choice. The chapter concludes by discussing patient choice constraints found in other health care systems.

Improving health outcomes through choice

Australia has a long history of competition in health care to varying degrees, such as between public and private hospitals, and within primary care and diagnostic sectors. Yet there is limited evidence on the impact of competition on outcomes. Two studies that have investigated the role of competition in the Victorian hospital sector suggest that competition can improve efficiency and quality, but this depends on the measures of quality and competition used.[20, 21]

Over the last 25 years England has been experimenting with greater choice and competition within the English National Health Service (NHS). One significant change that increased choice within the hospital sector started in 2006. Patients undergoing elective surgery were provided information on the quality, timeliness and distance to care and offered the choice of at least five hospitals by their GP, including one private hospital. This was managed through a ‘Choose and book’ system. By 2008, patients could choose any public or private hospital covered by NHS England. Prior to 2006, public patients could not choose their hospital, instead being directed by the GP to their local hospital.

These reforms were introduced alongside other changes. Prices for elective surgery were centrally set, and hospitals received funding based on the number and type of diagnosis treated, similar to activity based funding based on Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) found in Australia. There was substantial growth in the NHS budget, greater autonomy to managers of high performing hospitals, introduction of financial incentives to reduce waiting times, and stronger performance management through rewards and sanctions around targets.[22, 23]

Empirical evidence suggests greater hospital choice led to improved outcomes. There was a changing pattern of care, with patients in areas with greater hospital competition choosing to receive elective care in hospitals with lower mortality rates and lower mean length of stay. This had saved lives by reducing
the risk of dying without raising costs.[24] Patients demanded hospitals with greater quality in areas that offer more choice.[24]

Death rates from heart attacks also decreased quicker in areas with greater hospital competition, with the reforms leading to 300 fewer deaths per year.[16] Competition for elective patients increased quality across the entire hospital through measures such as undertaking clinical audits, improving governance and management, and investing in new technology.[16]

Similar results were found for Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) surgery, with patients becoming more responsive overall to hospital quality when making choices, with the effect stronger for less healthy and lower income patients. Hospitals in areas where patients valued quality relatively more than other patients experienced the greatest mortality rate reductions.[17]

Public hospitals also increased their efficiency through reduced length of stay, without any evidence of people leaving worse off or hospitals avoiding sicker patients.[25] But private hospitals started treating healthier patients and leaving public hospitals with costly patients. This highlights the importance of getting regulation and funding models right to drive appropriate behaviours.

While research suggested the English NHS hospital choice reforms led to improved quality, one concern was the potential for inequitable outcomes.[23] It was thought competition could lead to cream skimming, with hospitals avoiding patients that are more costly to treat, such as those with several comorbidities or poorer people. It was also thought that competition could motivate hospital managers around their own self-interest rather than pursuing more social objectives, leading to some managers removing resources allocated to services used by sicker or poorer patients. Lower socioeconomic groups may also face greater barriers to accessing and using quality information, and have their choice restricted because they were less willing to travel.

Empirical evidence suggests there was a slight increase in the use of hospital services in deprived areas, while there was no change in non-deprived areas. Competition had improved access to care for those most in need. [25] Another study found that hospitals in more competitive areas treated a greater proportion of patients with less wealth.[25]

While these results are specific to the English NHS hospital choice reforms, increased competition and choice within health care has been pursued elsewhere (including the US, Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany and Sweden) as governments seek to reform their health care systems to improve hospital efficiency.[17] Research suggests competition can lead to worse health outcomes, particularly if providers compete on price and quality, although the majority of recent literature suggests increased hospital choice has improved hospital quality and health outcomes.[26, 27]

Making choices in health care

Improved hospital quality derived from greater patient choice will only occur if patients exercise their right to choose. However, most patients find it difficult to make an informed choice. Often patients are not aware of what information is important, do not have access to all relevant information, and have limited cognitive abilities to confidently process performance information for their own needs. This reduces their willingness to choose.[25]

Patients also often perceive hospital quality information as complex and imperfect. Patient advocacy groups have suggested patients require greater data transparency on hospital quality to decrease
information asymmetry between providers and patients, thereby empowering patients to better participate in health care choices.[28, 29]

Risk adjustment is often required to enable appropriate comparison between hospitals given some hospitals treat sicker patients.[29] Patients may make suboptimal choices if quality information is not available or simple to interpret, or does not meet patient preferences.[30]

In countries that have introduced greater patient hospital choice (e.g., England and the Netherlands), GPs play a key role in the decision making process, helping patients interpret performance information within the context of their needs. However, large variation in patient choice still exists, with many patients either not receiving a choice, or not participating in discussions with their GP around hospital quality when making a choice.[31] To some extent this is due to limited appropriate performance information, forcing some patients to base their decisions on imperfect information.[32]

While governments and providers do collect a myriad of performance information, political and economic factors can restrict transparent public reporting.[33] And while patients value performance information, some patients lack trust in using government sourced hospital performance information, which limits their willingness to use this information when making a hospital choice.[34]

Do patients want more choice?

Providing hospital choice does not necessarily mean patients will choose or use quality information to inform their choice.[35] Some patients do not question the quality of their local hospital, some are sceptical towards performance information, and some do not value choice. Others are limited by the degree of choice due to low health literacy, limited access to transportation to alternative hospitals and long waiting times.[29, 33]

Publicly disclosed hospital quality information coupled with choice can allow patients to become more involved in their care process if desired. Given the choice, many patients are willing to choose their health care provider.[36] A European survey found that 86 per cent of consumers would like to choose their hospital,[37] although some patients would still rely on health care professionals to make their choice, particularly if they require urgent care.[38]

But willingness to choose between alternative hospitals varies across patient characteristics. A study investigating the English hospital choice reforms introduced in 2006 found that patients aged 51 to 80 years, from non-white backgrounds, female, those with no qualifications and those with a bad past experience of their local hospital placed more importance on receiving a hospital choice.[39] Other studies have also found willingness for greater choice depends on patient characteristics and socioeconomic status.[40] Higher education is positively associated with involvement in hospital choice,[41] while increased age and lower socioeconomic status are negatively associated with patient choice and ability to travel beyond their nearest hospital.[42]

Health literacy levels may also impact whether patients exercise their right to choose. Those with low levels of health literacy may need support to make an informed decision.[30] Some have argued that people without internet access require additional support, otherwise they are more likely to default to their local provider.[39]
How is quality information used by patients?

**Interpretation of quality information**

As websites with health care quality information gain momentum, patients will have an increasing amount of information to make a choice. While there is a proliferation of these websites in other countries, such as the US, awareness and use of information contained within these websites is still limited, although patients with high health care utilisation tend to use them more.[43]

While governments and various stakeholders invest heavily in providing health care information, more research is required on how this information is best presented, and how patients use it within their decision-making process. There is a risk that complex hospital quality information causes patient confusion.[44] Some argue performance information is rarely used by patients when making a choice as they already have an opinion about alternative hospitals prior to quality information becoming publicly available.[45]

Patients often find performance information difficult to interpret relative to their personal context.[40] Two implicit assumptions must be made by the patient when using performance information for choice. Past performance must reflect expected future performance (stability), and the reported patient population must be similar to the patient making the choice (applicability).[33] Performance information must also be timely to ensure patients believe its validity.

While these assumptions may be incorrect within some circumstances, they generally hold. A US study found two year old hospital quality data can strongly predict future performance.[46] Furthermore, risk adjusted patient reported outcomes have been used to successfully indicate which hospitals lead to better health outcomes in England.[47]

**Attributes assessed by patients when choosing between hospitals**

Patients often need to assess hospital quality, clinicians' interpersonal skills and health outcomes when making a hospital choice, among other dimensions.[45] Preferences for these dimensions differ across patients depending on disease groups, age groups and socioeconomic groups.[29] Preferences are also driven by unobserved patient characteristics, and some random component.

There is a vast literature on which attributes patients value when making an informed hospital choice. The distance from home to hospital has been identified as the most valued by patients.[48, 49] A recent study in England found that patients are willing to travel to hospitals with better health outcomes, and that traditional quality measures, such as mortality, were less important to patients.[50]

While patients value technical quality attributes and interpersonal skills of staff,[51] satisfaction with prior hospital admissions and hospital reputation are other attributes valued by patients.[45] A study in the Netherlands reported that patients find information based on other patients’ experience as useful as hospital-based information.[52] This is supported by several studies showing the important influence of previous personal experience and experiences of family and friends.[52, 53]

**Support in the patient decision-making process**

Decision-making processes vary across patients, along with their preferred level of involvement in making hospital choices.[44] Patients have different support requirements in their decision-making
processes depending on socio-economic background and care needs. They also require education and support to improve their health literacy to better interpret hospital quality information.[54] Furthermore, data needs to be presented in a way that support elderly and lower-skilled individuals.[40]

Some governments have provide assistance to disadvantaged groups to facilitate the uptake of patient choice and promote equitable access to hospitals.[55] Within the English NHS, choice has been facilitated by free transport for patients on low incomes and those requiring transport due to medical need.[56] Other policy suggestions include identifying and addressing special needs for choice regarding disability and language, helping patients book providers and navigate the system, and supporting patients to increase their ability to self-manage their own health.[55]
3. Methodology

The objectives of this study were to assess whether Australians want more choice over their public hospital care for elective surgery, and to what extent they value hospital quality relative to convenience.

A representative sample of 1,000 Australians aged 50 to 75 years selected through Toluna Australia (a research panel company) were surveyed to collect information on attitudes towards the health care system, desire to receive greater choice over public hospitals, and potential difficulties in making choices between hospitals.²

A discrete choice experiment (DCE) using the same representative sample was employed to measure the strength of preferences over attributes related to convenience (waiting times and distance from home to hospital) and hospital quality represented by hospital performance metrics, potential health gain, GP opinion and other patient experiences.³

The development of the survey and discrete choice experiment were informed through interviews undertaken with 20 public members, and a pilot undertaken with 100 Australians selected through Toluna Australia.⁴

This chapter provides an overview of the survey questions asked of respondents, including their individual characteristics, and attitudes towards the current health care system. It also provides a summary of the discrete choice experiment approach.

Survey questions

Respondents were asked a number of questions within the survey to collect information on their individual characteristics and attitudes towards the current health care system. These were used to test whether preferences for alternative hospital attributes are impacted by these factors.

Individual characteristics

A number of questions were included in the survey to collect information on respondents’ individual characteristics. These included age, gender, education level, postcode, employment status, household income, private health insurance status, self-rated health, self-rated health literacy, past elective surgery experience, and usage of Australian websites providing hospital quality information.

² See Appendix A for more information on survey administration and Appendix B for more information on sample characteristics.
³ See Appendix C for more information on development of the DCE.
⁴ Ethics was provided by Macquarie University in accordance with the National Health and Medical Research Council’s (NHMRC) National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) and the CPMP/ICH Note for Guidance on Good Clinical Practice.
Attitudes towards the current health care system

Four questions were included in the survey to explore respondents’ attitudes towards the current health care system. These include their view of reform needed within the current public hospital system, rating of the quality of health received in the last 12 months, satisfaction with the amount of choice available in the public hospital system as a public patient, and preferences between more choice over public hospitals versus more choice over surgeons in public hospitals.

Discrete choice experiment

To understand patients’ preferences when choosing public hospitals is fundamental for the design and evaluation of any pro-choice policy in public hospitals. As choice is currently limited for public patients, there is no revealed preference data to explore how patients would choose a public hospital given they had greater choice.

A discrete choice experiment (DCE) is a survey technique for eliciting preferences that can be used in the absence of revealed preference data. It provides hypothetical scenarios with at least two choices of a service or product described by various attributes and levels, and asks respondents to choose their most preferred option.

DCEs were originally developed in the marketing literature to determine how individuals choose between alternative products or services with unobserved choice, for example, with products or services that have not been released into the market.

They are based on the theory of consumer demand, which states that people consider the combination of all product (or service) attributes and their levels when choosing their most preferred.[57]

Respondents are assumed to choose the product (or service) they value the most, thereby implicitly revealing their individual preferences for alternative attributes and their levels.

A DCE for public hospital choice

A DCE was employed to measure preferences for alternative public hospital attribute levels for public patients undergoing elective surgery. Two hypothetical scenarios were developed that asked each respondent to assume they were advised by a specialist to undergo total hip replacement surgery.5

Respondents were also asked to imagine a health score associated with their condition using a visual analogue scale. The health score was based on the average score of similar patients’ self-rated health state before undergoing elective hip surgery in England. Respondents were also informed about patients’ average score without hip problems.

Further information was given to respondents on the expected length of hospitalisation post-surgery. This information was provided to help respondents position themselves in the hypothetical situation, given their ability to imagine the severity of the health condition is crucial to the external validity of their stated choices. It also controlled for potential confounding factors, by minimising the additional assumptions respondents need to make.

5 See Appendix C for further information on development of the DCE, and limitations with a DCE approach.
The two hypothetical scenarios differed in terms of urgency levels between semi-urgent (surgery needed within 90 days) and non-urgent (surgery needed within 365 days). This allowed the impact of surgical urgency on preferences for public hospital characteristics to be tested. Another key difference between the two scenarios was the waiting time attribute, with levels reflecting each urgency category.

Total hip replacement surgery was used for each scenario because it is one of the most common elective surgeries Australians undertake each year, costing Australian governments over $1 billion annually. Furthermore, total hip replacement surgery is mostly classified as semi-urgent or non-urgent, which would provide patients with time to choose their public hospital given the choice.

The target population was Australians between 50 to 75 years of age. This age group was chosen based on their expected need for elective surgery in the immediate future, and their perceived capacity to undertake the survey and DCE via the Internet.

Toluna Australia was employed to recruit 1,000 eligible respondents, targeted by age and gender. Respondents were randomised into two alternative DCEs and asked to imagine two hypothetical settings.

Hospitals were described using seven attributes, with each attribute further described using four levels (see Table 1). Within the DCE, each choice set contained two options labelled “Hospital A” and “Hospital B”. Each hospital was described using seven attributes, with their levels changing across each choice set. Respondents were asked to choose their most preferred hospital across 12 choice sets in total. An example of one choice set is presented in Figure 1.

Assessing DCE responses

The analysis of the choice data was based on the framework provided by random utility theory where the utility that respondent $i$ derives from choosing alternative $j$ in choice set $t$ is given by

$$U_{ijt} = X_{ijt} \beta + \varepsilon_{ijt}; \; i = 1, \ldots, 500; \; t = 1, \ldots, 12;$$

where $X_{ijt}$ is a vector of variables representing attributes of alternative $j$ and $\beta$ is a vector of coefficients. For the forced choice model, $j = 1,2$; for the unforced choice model, $j = 1,2,3$.

The conditional logit model was used given the errors $\varepsilon_{ijt}$ were assumed to be independently and identically distributed as type 1 extreme value. All models were estimated in STATA 14.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Distance from home to the hospital             | • 5 kilometres  
|                                                | • 15 kilometres  
|                                                | • 30 kilometres  
|                                                | • 60 kilometres  |
| Waiting time for surgery                       | **Version 1: Semi-urgent**  
|                                                | • 2 weeks  
|                                                | • 1 month  
|                                                | • 2 months  
|                                                | • 3 months  
|                                                | **Version 2: Non-urgent**  
|                                                | • 3 months  
|                                                | • 6 months  
|                                                | • 9 months  
|                                                | • 12 months  |
| GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality         | • Above average  
|                                                | • Average  
|                                                | • Below average  
|                                                | • Opinion not provided  |
| Other patients’ overall rating of the hospital | • Good  
|                                                | • Fair  
|                                                | • Poor  
|                                                | • No information  |
| Average health gain 6 months after surgery     | • 65 → 85 (20 points increase)  
|                                                | • 65 → 80 (15 points increase)  
|                                                | • 65 → 75 (10 points increase)  
|                                                | • 65 → 70 (5 points increase)  |
| Rate of adverse events                         | • 1 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted  
|                                                | • 5 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted  
|                                                | • 9 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted  
|                                                | • 13 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted  |
| Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery  | • 2 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged  
|                                                | • 7 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged  
|                                                | • 12 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged  
|                                                | • 17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged  |
**Figure 1: Example of one choice set used in the DCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital A</th>
<th>Hospital B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visiting time for surgery</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>2 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of adverse events</td>
<td>9 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>5 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to the hospital</td>
<td>15 kilometres</td>
<td>30 kilometres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery</td>
<td>12 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patients' overall rating of the hospital</td>
<td>No information</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain 6 months after surgery</td>
<td>65 → 85 (20 points increase)</td>
<td>65 → 70 (5 points increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP's opinion of the hospital's quality</td>
<td>Above average</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now suppose you can also choose not to have surgery, noting that your condition would not get better, but could deteriorate. What would you prefer?

- Select only one answer
- [ ] I would still prefer the hospital I chose above
- [ ] I would prefer not to have surgery
4. Attitudes towards public hospitals and choice

Research suggests that patients want more choice over their health care provider. However, their willingness to choose, and the value patients place on alternative attributes of care differs depending on their socioeconomic and demographic status, their experience with the health care system, and their attitudes towards the health care system and choice.

This chapter presents summary results from survey questions presented to a representative sample of 1,000 Australians aged 50 to 75 years selected through Toluna Australia. It discusses current satisfaction with public hospitals and the health care system, use of hospital performance information publically available in Australia, the desire for more choice, and the approach used for choosing between two hypothetical hospitals presented in the discrete choice experiment.

Satisfaction with public hospitals

Respondents were asked a number of questions regarding their attitudes towards the Australian health care system and public hospitals in particular. Overall, while many respondents are satisfied with the health care system and public hospitals, others are less than satisfied, and desire fundamental change to the way public hospital systems operate.

Respondents who had been admitted to a hospital for elective surgery were asked about their level of satisfaction with their most recent hospital experience (see Chart 2). Around 65 per cent of respondents were very satisfied with their experience, while 34 per cent were either somewhat satisfied, not very satisfied, or not satisfied at all. Around 1 per cent did not know their level of satisfaction.

Respondents were also asked to rate the quality of health care they had received in the last 12 months. Of those receiving care within the last 12 months, around 90 per cent thought they had received either good, very good, or excellent care (see Chart 3). Only six per cent and three per cent of respondents believed their health care received in the last 12 months was fair or poor respectively.
Respondents were asked whether they believe fundamental changes are required to the public hospital system (see Table 2). Around 31 per cent of respondents believe the system works pretty well and only minor changes are needed. However, 62 per cent would like to see changes in the current public hospital system. Of these respondents, 83 per cent believe there are some good things but fundamental
changes are needed and 17 per cent believed the system has so much wrong with it that it needs to be completely rebuilt.

Table 2: Respondent views of the current public hospital system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View of current public hospital system</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systems works pretty well and only minor changes are necessary</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some good things but fundamental changes are needed</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has so much wrong with it that it needs to be completely rebuilt</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sure</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MUCHE survey.

Respondents were also asked to rank five hospital characteristics that may not be directly related to potential health outcomes, but research suggests are important to hospital patients (see Table 3). Cleanliness was the highest ranked attribute, followed by friendliness and communication skills of staff. Access to parking was the lowest ranked attribute.

Table 3: Ranking of hospital attributes not directly related to potential health outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of patients’ rating of hospital</th>
<th>Mean score</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendliness and communication skills of staff</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard of rooms</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of food</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to parking</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MUCHE survey.
Note: N=1,000.

Use of hospital performance information

Respondents who had received elective surgery in the last five years were asked whether they had accessed the MyHospitals website, any state or territory website that provides hospital performance information (e.g., the NSW Bureau of Health Information), or any other Australian website that provides hospital performance information (see Table 4).

Of the 321 respondents that had received elective surgery in the last five years, only 7.5 per cent had sought hospital performance information from any website. A small proportion of these respondents had accessed more than one website that provides hospital performance information.
Table 4: Access to hospital performance information by respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of information</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MyHospitals</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Health Performance Authority</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or territory websites providing hospital performance data</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other websites providing hospital performance data</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have never accessed this type of information</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MUCHE survey.
Note: Applies to respondents who had received elective surgery in the last five years. Respondents were allowed to answer more than one category.

Desire for more public hospital choice

Respondents were asked two questions on their desire for more choice in the public hospital system. Around 56 per cent of respondents noted they were either very satisfied (13 per cent) or somewhat satisfied (42 per cent) with the amount of choice available in the public hospital system. Around 18 per cent of respondents were not very satisfied and 9 per cent were not at all satisfied. The remainder were unsure (see Chart 4).

Respondents were also asked whether they would consider it more important if government were to provide more choice between public hospitals OR more choice between surgeons within public hospitals. 60 per cent of respondents placed more importance on providing greater choice between surgeons in public hospitals (see Chart 5).

Chart 4: Satisfaction with the amount of choice available in the public hospital system

Source: MUCHE survey.
Note: N=1,000.
Approach to choosing public hospitals

Respondents were asked several questions about their approach and capacity to choosing hospitals within the DCE. This included how many attributes were considered, whether they faced difficulties in making hospital choices, their level of health literacy, whether they would value GP help if making public hospital choices (and reasons for relying on GP assistance), and the level of trust respondents would place in different sources of information on public hospital quality.

While the DCE presents hypothetical hospital choice scenarios, insights from respondent approaches to choosing public hospitals within the DCE may provide some insight into the ability of patients to make an informed choice over public hospitals.

Ability to trade-off hospital attributes

Around 36 per cent of respondents thought choosing between two hypothetical public hospitals was either very easy or easy, while 35 per cent thought the choice was neither easy nor difficult (see Chart 6). However, some respondents had difficulties when choosing, with 28 per cent believing the choice was difficult and 2 per cent believing the choice was very difficult.

While the majority of respondents did not have difficulties choosing between two hypothetical hospitals, around 40 per cent of all respondents did not consider all attributes when making their choice (see Chart 7). While this could suggest respondents place zero value on some attributes, it is more likely that respondents used heuristics to reduce their cognitive burden when making a choice.
Chart 6: Difficulty in choosing between two hospitals within the DCE

Source: MUCHE survey.
Note: N= 1,000.

Chart 7: Consideration of attributes when choosing a hospital

Source: MUCHE survey.
Note: N=1,000.

Desire for help when choosing between hospitals

Respondents were asked whether they would be comfortable choosing between public hospitals by themselves in ‘real life’ if given the same attribute information, or whether they would seek assistance from a GP (see Chart 8).
Around 85 per cent noted they would prefer a GP to discuss the options with them and then choose a hospital together. Around 11 per cent noted they would be comfortable choosing a hospital by themselves, while only 5 per cent noted that they would prefer the GP to choose a hospital for them, without their input.

Those respondents that indicated they would prefer a GP to help them choose a public hospital were also asked why they would prefer GP input. Around 56 per cent noted they prefer to rely on the opinion of the GP, while 14 per cent believed they would find it difficult to choose between public hospitals. However, 26 per cent stated they had other reasons for relying on help from a GP when choosing between hospitals. This was further explored using the free text question respondents were asked to complete if they chose ‘other’.

While reasons varied, three dominant themes emerged. Many respondents thought the GP would hold additional information about the quality of each hospital and specialists working within those hospitals. They believed GPs would have access to information that is not publically available, derived from their network of medical professionals, and the experiences of their patients.

Many respondents also believed a GP can be used as a sounding board. Some respondents believed a GP would take a different perspective when thinking about hospital choice, which was valued by respondents, although many stated they would ensure the final hospital choice decision remained theirs.

Finally, many respondents noted the trust they place in their GP, and would therefore discuss their public hospital choices with the GP, knowing their GP would help them make the right choice.
Respondents desire for GP assistance when choosing between public hospitals may also be a reflection of poor health literacy. When respondents were asked if they were comfortable understanding written health information or understanding verbal advice from a health care professional, around 34 per cent and 25 per cent respectively stated they were only somewhat comfortable, a little bit comfortable, or not at all comfortable (see Chart 9).

**Chart 9: Subjective self-reported health literacy of respondents**

![Chart showing subjective self-reported health literacy](chart)

Source: MUCHE survey.
Note: N=1,000.

Alternatively, the desire for GP assistance may be due to a lack of trust with government information on public hospital quality. When respondents were asked which source of information they would trust to help them choose between public hospitals, 61 per cent would put absolute trust in their own previous experience. Respondents also put high levels of trust in the GP’s opinion, and the hospital experience of and family and friends. The least trusted source of public hospital quality information was government information, with around 12 per cent of respondents noting they had no trust at all, and only four per cent noting they had absolute trust (see Chart 10).
Chart 10: Trust placed in alternative sources of public hospital quality information

Source: MUCHE survey.
5. Preferences for hospital characteristics

The theory of consumer demand suggests utility from choosing one hospital over another would be derived from individual hospital attributes, rather than the hospital as a whole. Patients would choose the hospital where expected outputs based on those attributes are valued most. The patient would therefore aim to maximise their expected utility when making their choice.

A discrete choice experiment (DCE) was employed to replicate public hospital choice within a hypothetical scenario. By presenting hospital attributes to respondents and asking them to choose their most preferred hospital, respondents implicitly revealed the value they place on those attributes. Attributes were then ranked in terms of respondent importance, thereby providing guidance on whether respondents value quality over convenience, for example, and whether they would be willing to choose an alternative public hospital for elective surgery based on quality, if given the choice.

Respondent choice between each hypothetical public hospital within the DCE depends on three components, including:

- observable levels attached to each attribute for each hospital alternative;
- observable characteristics of the respondent; and
- unobservable respondent characteristics, such as individual behaviour rules.

This chapter presents results from two DCEs presented to respondents, including one presented to 500 respondents under a semi-urgent elective surgery scenario, and another presented to 500 other respondents under a non-urgent elective surgery scenario. Three main questions were answered.

1. What are respondents’ preferences for choosing hospitals?
2. What hospital attributes are more important to respondents?
3. How do respondent preferences for hospital attributes differ across their characteristics?

While results separate choices made based on observable levels attached to each attribute, and observable characteristics of respondents, the impact of unobservable respondent characteristics has not been separated. This may impact the value of attributes, to the extent that unobservable characteristics impact choice.

Preference results

Within the DCEs, hospitals were described using seven attributes, each having four levels. The aim was to estimate the weights respondents assigned to these levels. Each weight represents the marginal utility respondents would gain or lose when the attribute changes from the base level to another level. If the weight is negative, the base level is favoured; if positive, the other attribute level is favoured.
The size of the weight suggests the relative strength of the preference (i.e. how much a particular level is favoured against a chosen base level). In the analysis, the first level was chosen as the base level for each attribute. Preference weights for the two DCEs are reported in Table 5 and Table 6. Two sets of estimates are reported for each DCE, one from the forced choice model (choice between two hypothetical hospitals) and the other from the unforced choice model (choice among two hypothetical hospitals and the option of not attending hospital).

The results suggest that on average respondents value all attributes when making their choices, and the worse the hospital attribute becomes, the less they prefer that hospital. For example, distance2, distance3, and distance4 have negative preference weights with increasing magnitude, suggesting the hospital becomes less desirable as the distance from home increases. The alternative specific constant measures the preference strength from choosing to not choosing (i.e. opt-out). The positive sign suggests that on average respondents prefer to choose between two public hospitals rather than not attending a public hospital.

It is worth mentioning that hospitals without a patient quality rating are preferred over hospitals rated by other patients as ‘fair’, suggesting respondents may have interpreted the unavailable rating data as a signal of ‘not bad’ quality (rated between ‘fair’ and ‘good’). This is not the case for GP’s opinion of hospital quality where ‘no opinion’ is rated between ‘average’ and ‘below average’.

**Forced choice versus unforced choice**

Preference estimates of the forced choice and unforced choice models were compared. Estimates are overall similar and the largest difference occurs for the estimate of “patient4” for the semi-urgent DCE and of “gp2” for the non-urgent DCE. The unforced choice model was used for the analysis as it represents a closer approximation to reality (i.e., patients can always choose not to attend elective surgery).
Table 5: Estimates of preference weights (semi-urgent scenario)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes and levels</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Forced choice</th>
<th>Unforced choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative specific constant</td>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to the hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 5 kilometres</td>
<td>distance1</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 15 kilometres</td>
<td>distance2</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 30 kilometres</td>
<td>distance3</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 60 kilometres</td>
<td>distance4</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2 weeks</td>
<td>time1</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 1 month</td>
<td>time2</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2 months</td>
<td>time3</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 3 months</td>
<td>time4</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP's opinion of the hospital's quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Above average</td>
<td>gp1</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Average</td>
<td>gp2</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Below average</td>
<td>gp3</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Opinion not provided</td>
<td>gp4</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patients' overall rating of the hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Good</td>
<td>patient1</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fair</td>
<td>patient2</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor</td>
<td>patient3</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No information</td>
<td>patient4</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain 6 months after surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 65 → 85 (20 points increase)</td>
<td>gain1</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>Rate of adverse events</td>
<td>Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 → 80 (15 points increase)</td>
<td>gain2: -0.43 0.00 -0.40 0.00</td>
<td>readmin1: -0.46 0.00 -0.44 0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 → 75 (10 points increase)</td>
<td>gain3: -0.67 0.00 -0.78 0.00</td>
<td>readmin2: -0.46 0.00 -0.44 0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 → 70 (5 points increase)</td>
<td>gain4: -0.98 0.00 -1.05 0.00</td>
<td>readmin3: -0.80 0.00 -0.76 0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rate of adverse events:
- 1 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted
- 5 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted
- 9 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted
- 13 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted

Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery:
- 2 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
- 7 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
- 12 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
- 17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
Table 6: Estimates of preference weights (non-urgent scenario)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes and levels</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Forced choice</th>
<th>Unforced choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative specific constant</td>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to the hospital</td>
<td>distance1</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 5 kilometres</td>
<td>distance2</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 15 kilometres</td>
<td>distance3</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 30 kilometres</td>
<td>distance4</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 60 kilometres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery</td>
<td>time1</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 3 months</td>
<td>time2</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 6 months</td>
<td>time3</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 9 months</td>
<td>time4</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 12 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP's opinion of the hospital's quality</td>
<td>gp1</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Above average</td>
<td>gp2</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Average</td>
<td>gp3</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Below average</td>
<td>gp4</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Opinion not provided</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patients' overall rating of the hospital</td>
<td>patient1</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Good</td>
<td>patient2</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fair</td>
<td>patient3</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor</td>
<td>patient4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain 6 months after surgery</td>
<td>gain1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>Adverse Events</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rate of adverse events

- 1 adverse event out of every 100 patients admitted
- 5 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted
- 9 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted
- 13 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate of adverse events</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery

- 2 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
- 7 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
- 12 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged
- 17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Semi-urgent versus non-urgent

The purpose of undertaking two DCEs within two scenarios that differed in respect to the urgency of elective surgery was to determine whether urgency impacted the value respondents placed on hospital attributes. Differences in attribute values could have policy implications, for example, by allowing government to target a subset of patients that value hospital quality the most, or facilitating greater convenience if valued more. Estimated preference weights for the two DCEs are presented in (Chart 11).

As preferences are cofounded by scales,[58] the size of preference weights cannot be directly compared. Hence, only the qualitative preference patterns were compared, which are similar between the two DCEs. However there were two key differences.

Respondents allocated to the scenario that included non-urgent surgery did not differentiate the short distance levels as much as respondents from the semi-urgent surgery scenario, suggesting respondents may value shorter distances more when the surgery is more urgent.

Respondents from the semi-urgent version were also more sensitive to shorter waiting time levels – they preferred 2 weeks over 1 month more strongly than they preferred 1 month over 2 months or 2 months over 3 months. By contrast, respondents from the non-urgent surgery scenario were most sensitive to the middle levels. They preferred 6 months over 9 months more strongly than they preferred 3 months over 6 months and 9 months over 12 months.

This suggests elective surgery urgency categories may only affect respondents’ preference for distance and waiting time, and have no impact on their preferences for quality of care indicators. Further analysis was undertaken of preferences for quality attributes across both urgency groups, with findings suggesting preferences are the same across the two groups.6

6 To further investigate this, formal poolability tests of the two samples were undertaken. The first hypothesis is that respondents have homogenous preferences for all attributes (excluding waiting time) under two urgency levels. Following Swait and Louviere (1993), a grid search approach was adopted to find the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the relative scale between two samples, which is 0.925. The Chi-square test suggests a rejection of the hypothesis, meaning that the two samples cannot be pooled over all the attributes (excluding the waiting time). The second hypothesis is that respondents have homogenous preference for all attributes (excluding distance and waiting time) under two urgency levels. The poolability test were undertaken again by excluding both the distance and waiting time attributes. The MLE of the relative scale between two samples was 0.955. The Chi-square test suggests the preference homogeneity hypothesis cannot not rejected, suggesting preferences for attributes other than waiting times and distance are the same across urgency categories.
Chart 11: Preference weights for each DCE scenario
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A predicted probability analysis was undertaken to identity what attributes and levels drive choice the most. Choice sets with two hypothetical hospitals A and B were created, with the latter described using the first level (i.e., distance1, time1, gp1, patient1, gain1, adverse1, and readmin1) of each attribute. This means hospital B is the best possible hospital based on our attribute levels.

Hospital A was defined by changing one of hospital B’s attributes from level 1 to another level, with the probability of choosing hospital A over hospital B calculated. Calculating the probability enabled the estimation of each attribute level’s impact on respondents’ choice. For example, if hospital A is defined...
as distance2, time1, gp1, patient1, gain1, adverse1, and readmin1, then we can examine how increasing distance from distance1 to distance2 would impact the choice through its impact on the probability of choosing hospital A.

Since there are seven attributes, each with four levels, 21 choice sets were created along with 21 predicted probabilities corresponding to 21 attribute levels. The impact of each attribute level was measured by “0.5-predicted probability” where 0.5 represents the best possible chance of choosing hospital A over hospital B. This measure is not confounded by scale so results between the two DCEs can be directly compared. These measures are presented in Table 7 and Table 8, and also plotted in Chart 12.

For both DCEs the most important attributes are those related to hospital quality, including unplanned readmission rate, rate of adverse events, and potential health gain. For attribute levels, some of the largest impacts on probability occur when the readmission rate increases from 2 percent to 17 percent or the rate of adverse events increases from 1 percent to 13 percent.

Attributes of less importance (albeit still significant) are the GP’s opinion of hospital quality and other patients’ overall rating of the hospital, suggesting respondents value opinions sourced from others. Moreover, results suggest that the two sources of information are valued similarly. Interestingly, a GP not providing an opinion was valued negatively by respondents (compared to an above average rating), although had less negative impact on the probability of choosing a hospital compared to a poor rating from a GP. No information on other patient’s overall rating of the hospital was also valued negatively (compared to a good rating), although this had less negative impact on the probability of choosing a hospital compared to a rating of fair or poor.

Distance and waiting time are also valued, but appear to be least important relative to quality attributes. Waiting time, especially the longer ones, has a larger impact on choice in the non-urgent scenario than in the semi-urgent scenario, likely because the waiting time is described using a narrower range in the former case.
### Table 7: Ranking of attribute level importance (semi-urgent scenario)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute level</th>
<th>Attribute label</th>
<th>Impact (0.5-predicted probability)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>adverse4</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>readmin4</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain six months after surgery from 65 to 85</td>
<td>gain4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patient’s overall rating of hospital is poor</td>
<td>patient3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality is below average</td>
<td>gp3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain six months after surgery from 65 to 80</td>
<td>gain3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>readmin3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to hospital = 60km</td>
<td>distance4</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>adverse3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery is 3 months</td>
<td>time4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality is not provided</td>
<td>gp4</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>readmin2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patient’s overall rating of hospital is fair</td>
<td>patient2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>adverse2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain six months after surgery from 65 to 80</td>
<td>gain2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery is 2 months</td>
<td>time3</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to hospital = 30km</td>
<td>distance3</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality is average</td>
<td>gp2</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery is 1 month</td>
<td>time2</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patient’s overall rating of hospital is unknown</td>
<td>patient4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to hospital = 15km</td>
<td>distance2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Attribute levels have been ranked in terms of their impact on the probability of choosing a hospital. The greater the impact on probability, the more value respondents implicitly place on the attribute level when making their choice.
Table 8: Ranking of attribute level importance (non-urgent scenario)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute level</th>
<th>Attribute label</th>
<th>Impact (0.5-predicted probability)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>readmin4</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>adverse4</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain six months after surgery from 65 to 85</td>
<td>gain4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patient’s overall rating of hospital is poor</td>
<td>patient3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality is below average</td>
<td>gp3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>readmin3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery is 12 months</td>
<td>time4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain six months after surgery from 65 to 80</td>
<td>gain3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>adverse3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to hospital = 60km</td>
<td>distance4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery is 9 months</td>
<td>time3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality is not provided</td>
<td>gp4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patient’s overall rating of hospital is fair</td>
<td>patient2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged</td>
<td>readmin2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average health gain six months after surgery from 65 to 80</td>
<td>gain2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted</td>
<td>adverse2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality is average</td>
<td>gp2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to hospital = 30km</td>
<td>distance3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patient’s overall rating of hospital is unknown</td>
<td>patient4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for surgery is 6 months</td>
<td>time2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from home to hospital = 15km</td>
<td>distance2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Attribute levels have been ranked in terms of their impact on the probability of choosing a hospital. The greater the impact on probability, the more value respondents implicitly place on the attribute level when making their choice.
Preference heterogeneity

Preference results discussed previously represent average preferences across the sample of respondents. However, respondents are expected to have different preferences for hospital attributes, based on their characteristics and hospital experiences.

There are two types of preference heterogeneity within DCEs, including unobserved and observed. Unobserved preference heterogeneity represents differences in preferences due to impacts not observed...
by the researcher. For example, access to transport may impact the value respondents placed on distance from hospital to the home, but this information was not collected within the survey.

Observed preference heterogeneity typically relates to the impacts of observable individual characteristics on preferences. To test whether respondent characteristics impacted the value attributes, dummy variables representing individual characteristics were interacted with preference weights. This essentially splits the sample into two groups with group-specific preference weights to be estimated. The statistical significance of the coefficients of the interaction terms were used to test the preference homogeneity assumption between two groups.

**Gender**

Female respondents dislike a hospital more when a GP rates the hospital as poor, suggesting females are more likely to be affected by their GP’s negative opinion when making a hospital choice. Female respondents also dislike the hospital more when the readmission rate increases, suggesting females may be more risk averse when choosing a hospital.

**Education**

Respondents with education levels at year 12 or below are more willing to choose a hospital with lower health gain in the semi-urgent scenario. This suggests people with higher education levels may have a greater expectation of health gain from elective surgery. This effect is not significant in the non-urgent case.

**Location**

Respondents living outside a major city are more willing to travel longer distances to attend a better quality hospital. This location effect is more significant in the semi-urgent case than in the non-urgent case.

**Past elective surgery experience**

Respondents with past elective surgery experience are more willing to choose a hospital with lower health gain, suggesting those without elective surgery experience may have a somewhat higher expectation of the gain from elective surgery.
6. Policy implications

The Productivity Commission is currently exploring the potential to introduce greater choice within public hospitals to empower patients, improve hospital quality and generate better health outcomes. State and territory governments are also interested in greater competition for public hospital services, although to date governments have primarily focused on commissioning and contestability of non-clinical services.

One public hospital function that may benefit from increased choice is elective surgery, whereby public patients are provided with information on public hospital attributes, and can choose their preferred hospital based on attributes they value most.

For patient choice to improve public hospital quality, patients must value quality, be aware of their right to choose, and exercise that right using appropriate quality information. Patients choosing better quality hospitals will implicitly signal to public hospitals their preferences for quality.

However, providing quality information to patients does not necessarily create an informed choice. While a positive, statistically significant relationship between performance reporting and consumer response has been found internationally (i.e., better quality increases market share), the effect is sometimes small,[59] and consumers face several barriers to making an informed choice.7

Results from this study suggests Australians aged between 50-75 years would like more public hospital choice. They can interpret hospital performance information, are willing and able to trade off alternative hospital attributes when making their choice, and highly value quality over convenience.

Yet government may need to facilitate choice and ensure hospitals respond to patient preferences. Four potential areas where government may intervene include the following.

- Improve hospital quality information to make information more accessible to patients.
- Provide health care professional assistance to patients when making public hospital choices.
- Reduce costs to exercising patient choice.
- Help hospitals respond to patient preferences for quality.

Despite respondents wanting more choice, any government decision on whether to improve public hospital choice should be framed within a public interest test.

One example of a public interest test for competition is outlined within the National Competition Policy (NCP) and supported by the recent Competition Policy Review (Harper Review). [12] Clause 1(3) of the Competition Principles Agreement suggests several factors should be investigated when balancing the benefits and costs of government policy, determining the appropriateness of a policy, or assessing the most effective means of achieving a policy objective within the NCP environment. Some of these factors include:

---

7 Small effects may have resulted from mis-specified models that do not account for an asymmetric consumer response to quality data. This includes a reduction in volume for poor performing providers but no increase in volume for outperforming providers. [63]
• social welfare and equity considerations, including community service obligations;
• government legislation and policies relating to matters such as occupational health and safety, industrial relations, access and equity;
• the interests of consumers generally, or of a class of consumers; and
• the efficient allocation of resources. [60]

Potential benefits from greater public hospital choice primarily relate to improved health outcomes through improved public hospital quality. For these benefits to materialise, patients must choose public hospitals based on quality, and public hospitals must respond to these choices. Not all patients will be required to choose to signal to hospitals they value quality. Experience in the English NHS hospital choice reforms suggests improved hospital quality was driven by greater choice despite less than half of patients being offered a choice, and only 29 per cent of those patients attending a non-local hospital. [61]

Other benefits could accrue through greater public hospital choice. Patients value choice intrinsically, because it allows them to be treated at their most preferred hospital. Around 75 per cent of patients surveyed in England valued having a public hospital choice. [61]

Greater public hospital choice could also improve equitable access to hospital care. Around 47 per cent of Australians are covered by private health insurance, [62] providing them with hospital choice and shorter waiting times to receive elective surgery. Public hospital patient choice may provide greater access to shorter waiting times, and greater access to better quality care.

Policy decisions must also consider the potential substantial costs associated with improved public hospital choice. Public hospitals may need assistance to ensure they can respond to changes in patient demand (e.g., a more flexible workforce may be required). Governments will need to invest in infrastructure to support choice (e.g., information and booking systems), marketing and awareness campaigns, and potentially ongoing cost to provide patients with support when making a choice (e.g., through consultation with a GP or other health professional). There would also be search costs for patients who exercise their right to choose.

Whether improved public hospital choice would lead to improved social welfare, once all benefits and costs are considered, is a topic for further research.

Improve hospital quality information

Websites currently dedicated to publically available hospital performance information, such as MyHospitals and the NSW Bureau of Health Information, contain performance information that were not developed for the purpose of providing information for hospital choice. Providing greater choice to public patients for elective surgery will require the development of a purpose built website.

The amount and type of quality information presented to public patients must be purposefully determined, relevant, and valued by patients. DCE respondents valued other patient experiences equally to advice provided by a GP on hospital quality. Including measures of other patient experiences within the performance information set may increase a patient’s ability and willingness to choose.

While state governments already collect patient satisfaction scores, there is some delay between data collection and publishing output, suggesting current patient information collection, analysis and publication processes may require further investment.
Results from the DCE, and public interviews undertaken to develop the DCE attributes, suggests any quality information set should reflect poor hospital performance, such as adverse events and readmissions. Research on the introduction of report cards for US hospitals and cardiothoracic surgeons found patients more likely to avoid poor performing hospitals rather than seek outperforming hospitals.[63, 64]

Further research is needed on the most appropriate set of attributes for public hospital choice in Australia, and how to best present them to patients. A literature review undertaken to develop the DCE within this study found 51 different attributes used to describe hospital choice. Most of these attributes represented quality. Patient ability to comprehend and use comparative health care information is increased when cognitive burden is reduced, when the patient better understands what their choice will mean in reality, and when information meaning is highlighted.[65]

Presenting more attributes may not be the answer, with respondents already experiencing difficulties trading off seven attributes across two hospitals within the DCE. A large number of attributes may force patients to rely more on simplifying heuristics, thereby masking some of the value they place on attributes, and undermining the purpose of providing more choice. Research in the US suggests ‘less is more’ when presenting patients with comparative hospital performance information for the purpose of making a choice, particularly for those with low numeracy skills.[66]

In determining what attributes matter most to public patients, governments must also consider the potential for public hospitals to focus on achieving quality measures, while shirking on others, to the detriment of patients. Several other potential adverse consequences from publishing public hospital quality metrics should be considered, such as hospital managers pursuing quality indicators as measured rather than intended, and a narrow focus on quality metrics at the expense of focusing on broader strategic objectives.[67]

One purpose of introducing greater choice is to incentivise hospitals to change behaviours and improve quality. However, perverse incentives may also occur, leading to sub-optimal outcomes from a societal perspective. Under more choice, public hospitals may select healthier patients to increase their performance measures and attract more patients. This is known as ‘cream skimming’, and has been found in hospital sectors using report cards in the US in relation to CABG surgery,[68] and in the UK in relation to private hospitals.[16] Any published patient outcome measures should be risk adjusted to account for differences in patient population characteristics impacting outcomes.

Provide health care professional assistance to patients

Results from the choice modelling survey suggest many Australians want greater public hospital choice when receiving elective surgery. And while 70 per cent of respondents did not find choosing between two hospitals difficult, 28 per cent found it difficult, and two per cent found it very difficult. Around 40 per cent of respondents did not consider all attributes when making their choice, suggesting some choice heuristics were used.

While the majority of respondents did not find choosing a hospital difficult, this was in the context of choosing between only two hospitals. Providing respondents with more than two hospitals would have increased difficulty due to the additional trade-offs required by respondents. The more complex a choice, the greater likelihood a patient will rely on choice heuristics.
Some difficulties experienced by respondents may be related to health literacy. A significant correlation was found within the survey data between self-reported health literacy and the level of difficulty in making a hospital choice, and between self-reported health literacy and the number of attributes considered when making a choice.

The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (ACSQHC) considers the level of health literacy in Australia as sub-optimal for the development of effective relationships between patients and health care providers.[69] In 2006 around 60 per cent of Australian did not have adequate levels of health literacy, with the level of health literacy decreasing for older Australians, lower levels of income and education.[70] People with these characteristics are less likely to own private health insurance, and more likely to use the public hospital system.

**Improving individual health literacy**

Increased choice complexity associated with more hospitals and attributes within a choice set has important policy implications. Introducing greater choice across public hospitals may increase the demands on patients when seeking care, by asking them to collect and interpret often unfamiliar hospital information within a potentially emotional and uncertain time in their life.

Within an environment of low health literacy, restricting choice to a select number of public hospitals may generate the desired quality signal but not place undue burden on patients. Effectively, government may have a role in managing the choice set in the interests of public patients. Being presented with too many hospitals may render the choice so complex that either patients choose not to choose, or focus on only a subset of attributes, even though all attributes are valued. This may mute the signal to hospitals and government on the importance of quality attributes.

Governments may also need to invest in further developing the individual health literacy of patients specifically related to public hospitals. According to the ACSQHC this includes “the skills, knowledge, motivation and capacity of a person to access, understand, appraise and apply information to make effective decisions about health and health care and take appropriate action”. Increasing health literacy along with introducing greater choice could promote informed choice, and may increase the willingness of patients to exercise their choice.

**Providing assistance to patients when making a choice**

Even when patients understand hospital quality information, some may have trouble interpreting this information within their own context. When choosing a hospital, patients must interpret hospital attributes relative to their own preferences, potentially make trade-offs across attributes, and be comfortable with assuming the risk associated with making the ‘wrong’ choice.

Many patients may be reluctant to choose between alternative public hospitals by themselves. Around 85 per cent of survey respondents in this study noted they would involve a GP in their decision, despite only 30 per cent noting they thought choosing between hospitals was either difficult or very difficult.

A similar desire for GP help when choosing between hospitals has been found internationally. In a survey of 513 patients in the Netherlands, 81 per cent thought it was important that a GP provided advice on which hospital to attend, or specialists to see. Around 25 per cent thought it important that the GP made the decision for them.[71]

While patients may seek GP assistance when choosing a public hospital, some GPs may not be willing to help. Providing assistance will extend the consultation length, and if not adequately compensated, the incentive to help patients choose will be diminished. Government may therefore need to ensure
remuneration reflects the additional time required to discuss public hospital options with patients, which has occurred in England and the Netherlands.[72]

Other barriers may also limit GP involvement in helping patients choose a hospital. While hospital choice has been provided to patients in the Netherlands, in practice patients had little input into referral decisions, with the majority of GPs making decisions for them. Many GPs did not actively support their role in choosing a health care provider.[31] Research in the Netherlands suggests hospital performance information played no role in hospital referrals within a sample of 70 GPs. Around 94 per cent had not searched for hospital performance information, and patients had not initiated a discussion around hospital quality during consultations. GPs were also indecisive about their role in supporting patient choice.[73]

A similar experience has also been found in England. While all patients referred to a specialist consultation should have received a choice of hospital, only 49 per cent of patients had recalled been given a choice by their GP in 2010, and only 54 per cent of patients were aware they should be given a choice.[74] Of those offered a choice, many patients did not use performance information to select their hospital, instead relying on past experience or advice from their GP.[75]

There are several policy options to circumvent a reluctance by GPs to help patients choose their hospital. An education program may be required to help GPs understand the methodology in developing performance information, how to interpret performance information, what variation across hospitals means for the patient, and what role the GP should play in the patient decision making process. An awareness campaign could also help ensure GPs are aware patients have choice over their public hospital, and GPs know where to access hospital quality information.

The systems through which patients are referred to hospital can also impact choice. Research on electronic hospital referral systems used by GPs in the Netherlands and England found systems mediate the process of choice based on the information and options presented to GPs.[72] This has important implications for the design and use of any GP electronic referral system to assist with patient hospital choice. A cumbersome referral system may reduce the incentive for GPs to offer hospital choice to patients. Utilisation of the National Health Service (NHS) e-Referral System in England ranges from 20 per cent to 85 per cent across Area Teams, despite the system (and its predecessor ‘Choose and Book’) being in place for over 10 years.[76]

Other health care professionals trained in helping patients make a public hospital choice could also be explored by government, which may be a more cost effective way of providing assistance. Around 9 per cent of English NHS patients consulted a telephone booking line advisor when making their choice.[75]

And assistance may not be requested by patients for those with a good public hospital experience. Survey results from this project, and a survey of English NHS patients, [75] suggest a patient’s own experience may be most relied upon when making a hospital choice. Consequently, patients may be less reliant on hospital quality information for any subsequent hospital choice.

Reduce costs to exercising choice

Patients may face alternative costs associated with their public hospital choices. As distances to hospital become larger, patients may experience increased travel costs. Similarly, longer waiting times also impose an additional cost on patients, through increased time with poor health, and a potential opportunity cost associated with reduced leisure activities, or reduced income through absenteeism if the condition affects their work capacity.
The value of shorter distances and shorter waiting times will be determined (in part) by the avoided cost of having to travel further or wait longer (i.e., the cost of inconvenience). Effectively, some patients may face an implicit budget constraint when making a choice. For example, they may not choose a better quality hospital outside their local area if they cannot afford the travel costs. Others may consider the cost to family and friends to visit and the reduced likelihood of their support if choosing a hospital far from home. Some patients may be constrained to choosing a hospital with the shortest waiting time, despite worse quality, because it enables them to return to work quicker.

One way to stimulate greater choice based on quality could be through government assistance to cover travel and accommodation expenses for those patients willing to choose a non-local hospital. This could reduce the cost of travel for the patient and potentially increase the relative value of hospital quality within a choice.

Subsidised travel and accommodation has been used in some European countries to manage hospital waiting times.[77] Travel and accommodation assistance is also currently available in Australia. For example, the NSW Government’s Isolated Patients Travel and Accommodation Scheme (IPTAAS) is offered to residents within NSW that live more than 100 kilometres from the nearest treating specialist, or when combined trips to and from a specialist are expected to exceed 200 kilometres per week.

Whether subsidies are introduced should depend on whether patient choice is constrained by travel distance. Research on the English NHS hospital choice reforms suggest low income patients were not disadvantaged in their choice, and were willing to travel.[23]

Another option to promote choice based on hospital quality is to reduce elective surgery waiting times across the public hospital sector. Results from the DCE and experience in other countries suggests shorter waiting times are valued by patients. [78] Empirical evidence from the English NHS hospital choice reforms suggests a longer waiting time reduces patient demand. [79]

Reducing waiting times would reduce patient cost associated with extended poor health, lost leisure time and lost income. This may allow patients to concentrate on differences in hospital quality when choosing a public hospital. For example, waiting times were found to be less important within a DCE on hospital choice in New Zealand compared to other studies, with the authors suggesting this reflected the relatively short waiting times for elective surgery in the public sector (more than four months is uncommon). [80]

Help hospitals respond to patient preferences for quality

While introducing greater public hospital choice may provide an intrinsic value to public patients, it will only increase public hospital quality if public hospitals:

- have the capacity to analyse and interpret changes in patient demand due to choice;
- receive a clear signal from patients that they value quality over other attributes;
- understand where and how quality can be improved; and
- are incentivised to increase quality in response to patient preferences. [19]
Research on the English NHS hospital choice reforms suggest greater choice for public patients led to improved hospital quality and improved health outcomes without disadvantaging low income patients.[22]

However, these reforms were introduced alongside other changes, including substantial growth in the NHS budget, greater autonomy to managers of high performing hospitals, introduction of financial incentives to reduce waiting times, and stronger performance management through rewards and sanctions around targets.[22, 23]

Research also suggests some impacts were driven by better management practices, and areas that experienced greater hospital competition in England improved management quality, and subsequently hospital quality. In particular, better management scores resulted in reduced deaths from heart attacks, lower elective surgery waiting lists and lower Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) infection rates.[81]

Evidence from waiting time management suggests that combining rewards and penalties to change hospital behaviour work best.[77] For example, successful policies to reduce waiting times in England between 2001 and 2008 employed a policy of penalising senior management for missing waiting time targets, greater autonomy for well performing hospital managers, and greater focus on measuring the overall performance of each hospital.[82]

Public hospitals must have the capacity to accommodate any shift in patient demand. Good quality hospitals will need to treat more elective surgery patients without compromising quality and waiting times. Public hospitals may also experience an increase in demand from patients that would have otherwise sought surgery in a private hospital.

Given most Australian public hospitals are already at full elective surgery capacity (as evidenced through long waiting times), there may be little capacity for hospitals to accommodate additional patients. The incentive for hospitals in the English NHS to attract more patients was reduced, given they were operating at or near capacity, and were already required to meet 18 week waiting time targets for elective surgery. This highlights the potential for any choice policy to be crowded out by other policy objectives set by government. [19]

Increasing hospital quality is a complex task, especially in large hospitals, and hospital wide quality indicators may not reflect quality ‘black spots’ within a hospital. Consequently, government may also need to introduce more detailed performance evaluation frameworks within hospitals, down to the ward and specialist levels to facilitate quality improvement programs.

Barriers to improved public hospital quality may also exist that would not be addressed through public hospital choice. Many public hospitals already know their performance relative to their hospital peers, and hospital managers are already motivated to increase quality, often through formal performance frameworks and the desire to provide good hospital services to their local population. Yet many hospitals have limited capacity to improve quality due to financial, workforce, or other constraints.

Under current activity based funding (ABF) arrangements, public hospitals may also face financial barriers to accommodating patient choice. For example, under ABF arrangements in NSW, the Ministry of Health purchases an annual level of activity negotiated with the local health district, which is generally based on historical activity, with some adjustments (e.g., for population growth). This funding model may provide a disincentive for hospitals to improve hospital quality because attracting additional patients may put pressure on their budget.

Governments will therefore be required to undertake further investment in infrastructure and workforce to ensure good quality hospitals continue, and poor quality hospitals improve their quality.
There may be a role for government to refine hospital funding models, and facilitate greater collaboration between public hospitals within and across local health districts / networks, for example, to help hospitals better manage changes in patient demand for elective surgery. After the introduction of the English NHS hospital choice reforms, hospitals collaborated to reduce duplication, manage their workforce, and enable strategic reconfigurations. [19]
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Appendix A – Survey administration

Pilot testing

**Interviews**
Twenty face-to-face interviews were undertaken to test a draft survey with a focus on whether the choice context, attributes and their levels, and choice tasks were understood as intended. Respondents provided detailed feedback on each part of the survey and ranked the seven attributes based on their importance, along with suggesting other attributes they would consider in their choices. Responses were used to finalise the survey and discrete choice experiment.

**Pilot survey**
An online pilot survey was undertaken to further test the survey and discrete choice experiment. In particular, respondents were asked about the clarity of the survey and difficulty of the choice tasks and the reason why they felt it was unclear and the task was difficult.

**Sampling strategy**
The final survey and discrete choice experiment was provided to 1,000 respondents accessed through Toluna Australia, and administered via the Internet.

Based on established methodology, the estimated minimal sample size for the DCE study is 104 respondents. [83] Another rule of thumb suggests that, for DCE designs, sample sizes over 100 are able to provide a basis for modelling preference data. [84] Past experiences also suggest that for estimating the main effects sample sizes over 100 would be sufficient.

However, in this project the individual covariates related preference heterogeneity were also sought, which require more respondents. A sample size of 500 for each DCE was therefore chosen.

**Accessing respondents**
Participants for the interviews were recruited by placing an advertisement in the Macquarie University newsletter and other channels. They were compensated with a voucher worth $30. Recruiting for the online surveys was undertaken through an online panel provider Toluna Australia, which is in partnership with SurveyEngine, the group that undertook the survey programming for this study. Participants earned points upon completing surveys. These points are automatically redeemed as vouchers.
# Appendix B- Sample characteristics

## Table 9: Selected sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual characteristics</th>
<th>Semi-urgent, N=500</th>
<th></th>
<th>Non-urgent, N=500</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male N (%)</td>
<td>Female N (%)</td>
<td>Male N (%)</td>
<td>Female N (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>247 (49.3)</td>
<td>253 (50.7)</td>
<td>247 (49.3)</td>
<td>253 (50.7)</td>
<td>1000 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-55</td>
<td>73 (14.5)</td>
<td>74 (14.9)</td>
<td>73 (14.5)</td>
<td>74 (14.9)</td>
<td>147 (29.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56-65</td>
<td>102 (20.5)</td>
<td>105 (21.0)</td>
<td>102 (20.5)</td>
<td>105 (21.0)</td>
<td>207 (41.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66-75</td>
<td>72 (14.3)</td>
<td>74 (14.8)</td>
<td>72 (14.3)</td>
<td>74 (14.8)</td>
<td>146 (29.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than $400 p/w</td>
<td>55 (11.0)</td>
<td>50 (10.0)</td>
<td>105 (10.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$400 to less than $800 p/w</td>
<td>130 (26.0)</td>
<td>125 (25.0)</td>
<td>255 (25.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$800 to less than $1,200 p/w</td>
<td>82 (16.4)</td>
<td>88 (17.6)</td>
<td>170 (17.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,200 to less than $1,600 p/w</td>
<td>66 (13.2)</td>
<td>68 (13.6)</td>
<td>134 (13.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,600 to less than $2,400 p/w</td>
<td>60 (12.0)</td>
<td>51 (10.2)</td>
<td>111 (11.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,400 to less than $3,000 p/w</td>
<td>25 (5.0)</td>
<td>30 (6.0)</td>
<td>55 (5.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3,000 to less than $4,000 p/w</td>
<td>15 (3.0)</td>
<td>18 (3.6)</td>
<td>33 (3.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4,000 or more p/w</td>
<td>16 (3.2)</td>
<td>24 (4.8)</td>
<td>40 (4.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>51 (10.2)</td>
<td>46 (9.2)</td>
<td>97 (9.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Year 10</td>
<td>26 (5.2)</td>
<td>18 (3.6)</td>
<td>44 (4.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 10</td>
<td>74 (14.8)</td>
<td>61 (12.2)</td>
<td>135 (13.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 11</td>
<td>22 (4.4)</td>
<td>18 (3.6)</td>
<td>40 (4.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>69 (13.8)</td>
<td>91 (18.2)</td>
<td>160 (16.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate III/IV</td>
<td>86 (17.2)</td>
<td>80 (16.0)</td>
<td>166 (16.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>84 (16.8)</td>
<td>89 (17.8)</td>
<td>173 (17.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor Degree</td>
<td>62 (12.4)</td>
<td>72 (14.4)</td>
<td>134 (13.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Diploma/Certificate</td>
<td>25 (5.0)</td>
<td>21 (4.2)</td>
<td>46 (4.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate Degree</td>
<td>43 (8.6)</td>
<td>39 (7.8)</td>
<td>82 (8.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9 (1.8)</td>
<td>11 (2.2)</td>
<td>20 (2.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Health Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>271 (54.2)</td>
<td>282 (56.4)</td>
<td>553 (55.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>228 (45.6)</td>
<td>218 (43.6)</td>
<td>446 (44.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>298 (59.6)</td>
<td>283 (56.6)</td>
<td>581 (58.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major city</td>
<td>114 (22.8)</td>
<td>125 (25.0)</td>
<td>239 (23.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner regional</td>
<td>67 (13.4)</td>
<td>75 (15.6)</td>
<td>145 (14.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer regional</td>
<td>12 (2.4)</td>
<td>9 (1.8)</td>
<td>21 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>6 (1.2)</td>
<td>5 (1.0)</td>
<td>11 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very remote</td>
<td>3 (0.6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (0.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| State of residence     | 9 (1.8)    | 3 (0.6)    | 12 (1.2)   |
| ACT                    | 141 (28.2) | 150 (30.0) | 291 (29.1) |
| NSW                    | 1 (0.2)    | 3 (0.6)    | 4 (0.4)    |
| NT                     | 133 (26.6) | 130 (26.0) | 263 (26.3) |
| QLD                    | 50 (10.0)  | 49 (9.8)   | 99 (9.9)   |
| SA                     | 9 (1.8)    | 14 (2.8)   | 23 (2.3)   |
| TAS                    | 118 (23.6) | 114 (22.8) | 232 (23.2) |
| VIC                    | 36 (7.2)   | 37 (7.4)   | 73 (7.3)   |
| WA                     | 3 (0.6)    | 0 (0)      | 3 (0.3)    |
| Not available          |            |            |            |

| Employment status      | 106 (21.2) | 105 (21.0) | 211 (21.1) |
| Employed full-time     | 85 (17.0)  | 91 (18.2)  | 176 (17.6) |
| Employed part-time     | 30 (6.0)   | 29 (5.8)   | 59 (5.9)   |
| Not employed BUT looking for work | 279 (55.8) | 275 (55.0) | 554 (55.4) |
Appendix C – Development of the DCE

Attribute identification and selection

An initial set of attributes were generated through a literature review of published and grey literature including journal articles, working papers, policy documents and government reports. Attributes aligned to what is currently being measured within NSW public hospitals were also considered.

The candidate attributes and their levels, along with texts to describe them were tested first with a clinician working at a public hospital and then through 20 face-to-face interviews with 10 female and 10 male Australians aged from 50 to 75. Further validation was undertaken through a pilot survey with 100 eligible respondents who provided feedback on attributes and levels. The final selection includes seven attributes, as listed below.

1. Distance from home to the hospital.
2. Waiting time for surgery describing how long patients have to wait after they have registered with the hospital until they undergo surgery at the hospital.
3. GP’s opinion of the hospital’s quality describing GP’s personal view of the hospital’s effectiveness in delivering care based on patient need.
4. Other patients’ overall rating of the hospital based on their experience with the hospital, including cleanliness, standard of rooms, quality of food, friendliness and communication skills of staff, and access to parking.
5. Average health gain six months after surgery as reported by other patients with a similar condition described within the scenario.
6. Rate of adverse events which describes the proportion of unintended incidents due to medical mismanagement within the hospital that led to patient harm (e.g., hospital acquired infections, falls and medication mismanagement).8
7. Readmission rate within 28 days after surgery which describes the proportion of patients going back to hospital unexpectedly for treatment within 28 days after surgery, due to care received within the hospital.9

The first two attributes broadly measure convenience, while the remainder measure quality from difference sources, including GPs, other patients, and government data. The last three attributes

---

8 Further context was provided that the average rate of adverse events across all Australian hospitals was 7 adverse events out of every 100 patients admitted in 2014-2015.
9 Further context was provided that the average readmission rate across all Australian hospitals was 9 readmissions out of every 100 patients discharged in 2014-2015.
measure quality of care, one of them representing potential health benefits from elective surgery, while the other two representing potential risks for obtaining the health gain.

**Experimental design and choice sets**

The DCE was designed using Ngene 1.1.2. The levels of the attributes varied between two hypothetical treatments in the choice sets according to a D-efficient design. The design was generated to accommodate two conditional logit models simultaneously. The first model does not consider the opt-out option while the second model does. A weighted efficiency measure was computed and optimised with weights 1 and 2 placed on the two models respectively.

The final design consisted of 24 different choice sets, which were blocked into 2 versions of the questionnaire, each containing 12 choice sets. Each respondent faced one version of the 12 choice sets plus a “rationality test” choice set where hospital A dominates hospital B across all aspects.

Based on the design, Ngene reported a D error of 0.42 for model 1 and 0.53 for model 2 and thus the weighted D error was 1.49. Levels of the attributes overall balance well. For all seven attributes, each attribute level appears at least once in each block.

**Contextual information**

A “cheap talk” text was provided to improve consequentiality. Respondents were told that results from this survey may inform government policy and the future of the Australian public hospital system could be affected by the choices they make so they need to consider their choices carefully.

Detailed information was given in the context regarding the patient’s health condition and surgery condition. A 0-100 metric was also used to help respondents imagine their health conditions. The DCE intended to elicit people’s preferences for choosing public hospital as public patients (where the choice of surgeon is not available) which was emphasized in the choice context.

As there are potentially many other factors that may affect respondent preferences, it was also stated in the context that the two public hospitals are identical in all respects except those differences stated in each scenario. As an example, the choice context for the “semi-urgent” DCE is provided in Figure 2.

**Presentation of choice sets**

The order of attributes was randomised across respondents so the potential order effect (i.e. focusing on only a few attributes due to the order of presentation) was evened out.
Figure 2: Contextual information presented to respondents randomly allocated to the semi-urgent category scenario

Please imagine that you have developed a hip problem. As a result, each day you have some problems walking about, some problems with performing your usual activities (e.g. work, study, housework, family or leisure activities) and experience moderate pain and discomfort.

Please also imagine that you have rated your health state at 65 on a scale from 0-100, where the best health you can imagine is 100 (i.e. no problems walking about, no problems with performing usual activities, and no pain and discomfort), and the worst health you can imagine is 0, which is equivalent to death. Before your hip problem, you had rated your health state at 80, which was also the average self-reported health for all people aged between 55-75 years old.

Please imagine your GP has referred you to a specialist. The specialist recommends you undergo elective hip replacement surgery within 90 days, which is categorised as semi-urgent. Other categories could have included urgent (within 30 days) and non-urgent (within 365 days).

After surgery, typically you will be hospitalised for 3-8 days.

Imagine you are a public patient who has been offered a choice between two public hospitals for your hip replacement surgery. You will not have to pay any money for the care you receive in hospital, but a choice of surgeon is not available in either hospital.

We will present you a number of scenarios. Each scenario will contain two options labelled “Hospital A” and “Hospital B”. Each hospital will be described using seven factors (e.g., distance from your home to hospital) as described in the next few pages. Factors will change across each scenario.

Please assume the two public hospitals are identical in all respects except those differences stated in each scenario. These scenarios are imaginary, but please choose the hospital you would prefer to attend. There are no right or wrong answers.

Limitations

One of the biggest challenges for discrete choice experiments (and other stated preference methods) is their external validity. Previous studies comparing stated preference results with actual choices suggest that hypothetical bias can be significant. [85]

A number of methods have been proposed to mitigate hypothetical bias. Cheap talk is one that has been mostly used and shown to be effective. [85] It is a text script that is shown to respondents prior to completing an experiment emphasising the importance of the respondent’s answers despite the
hypothetical nature of the task. Cheap talk was used in this DCE design and the fact that only twelve respondents failed the rationality test implies a high level of incentive compatibility was achieved.

Another type of bias is that hypothetical choice scenarios tend to simplify the real world where patients may need to choose between many hospitals based on a much larger number of factors. Cheap talk cannot mitigate this bias and thus cautions need to be taken when applying the results presented in this report to other settings. In the meantime, the stated difficulty in making choices and the need for the GP’s assistance from the survey highlight the potential challenges of patient choice in reality.

Finally, unobserved heterogeneity has not been taken into account in the modelling which may lead to bias in the preference estimation. In addition, the survey sample was not representative of the whole Australian population, and people not aged between 50 to 75 years may have different attribute preferences.